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Direct CP violation in charmed hadron decays viar-v mixing
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We study the possibility of obtaining large directCP violation in the charmed hadron decaysD1

→r1r0(v)→r1p1p2, D1→p1r0(v)→p1p1p2, D0→fr0(v)→fp1p2, D0→hr0(v)→hp1p2,
D0→h8r0(v)→h8p1p2, D0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2, and Lc→pr0(v)→pp1p2 via r-v mixing. The
analysis is carried out in the factorization approach. TheCP violation parameter depends on the effective
parameterNc which is relevant to the hadronization dynamics of each decay channel and should be determined
by experiment. It is found that for fixedNc the CP violation parameter reaches its maximum value when the
invariant mass of thep1p2 pair is in the vicinity of thev resonance. For most of the parameter space
explored theCP violating asymmetry is of order 1024. However, over a small range, 1.98<Nc<1.99 and
1.95<Nc<2.02, the asymmetries forD0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2 and Lc→pr0(v)→pp1p2 ~respectively!
can exceed 1%, at the cost of a small branching ratio. We also estimate the decay branching ratios forD0

→p0r0 andLc→pr0 for these values ofNc , which should be tested by future experimental data.

PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 12.39.2x, 13.20.Fc, 14.20.Lq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although CP violation has been known in the neutr
kaon system for more than three decades its dynamical o
still remains an open problem. In addition to the kaon s
tem, the study ofCP violation in heavy quark systems ha
been a subject of intense interest and is important in un
standing whether the standard model provides a correct
scription of this phenomenon through the Cabibb
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix. Actually there have
been many theoretical studies in the area ofCP violation in
b-flavored and charm systems and some experime
projects have been proposed@1#.

Recent studies of directCP violation in theB meson sys-
tem @2# have suggested that largeCP-violating asymmetries
should be observed in forthcoming experiments. However
the charm sector,CP violation is usually predicted to be
small. A rough estimate ofCP violation in charmed system
gives an asymmetry parameter which is typically sma
than 1023 due to the suppression of the CKM matrix el
ments@3#. By introducing large final-state-interaction phas
provided by nearby resonances, Buccellaet al. predicted
larger CP violation, namely, a few times 1023 @4#. On the
other hand, experimental measurements in some decay c
nels are consistent with zero asymmetry@5#.

Direct CP violation occurs through the interference
two amplitudes with different weak and strong phases. T
weak phase difference is determined by the CKM ma
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elements and the strong phase is usually very uncertain
Refs. @6,7#, the authors studied directCP violation in had-
ronic B decays through the interference of tree and peng
diagrams, wherer-v mixing was used to obtain a larg
strong phase~as required for largeCP violation!. This
mechanism was also applied to the hadronic decays of
heavy baryon,Lb , where even largerCP violation may be
possible@8#. In the present paper we will investigate dire
CP violation in the hadronic decays of charmed hadro
involving the same mechanism, with the aim of finding cha
nels which may exhibit largeCP asymmetry.

Since we are considering directCP violation, we have to
consider hadronic matrix elements for both tree and peng
diagrams which are controlled by the effects of nonpertur
tive QCD and hence are uncertain. In our discussions we
use the factorization approximation so that one of the c
rents in the nonleptonic decay Hamiltonian is factorized
and generates a meson. Thus the decay amplitude of the
body nonleptonic decay becomes the product of two ma
elements, one related to the decay constant of the factor
meson and the other to the weak transition matrix elem
between two hadrons. There have been some discussio
the plausibility of factorization@9,10#, and this approach may
be a good approximation in energetic decays. In some re
work corrections to the factorization approximation ha
also been considered by introducing some phenomenolog
nonfactorizable parameters which depend on the specific
cay channels and should be determined by experimental
@11–14#.

The effective Hamiltonian for theDS51, weak, nonlep-
tonic decays has been discussed in detail in Refs.@15,16#,
where the Wilson coefficients for the tree and penguin
erators were obtained to the next-to-leading order QCD
QED corrections by calculating the 10310, two-loop,
©2000 The American Physical Society09-1
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anomalous dimension matrix. The dependence of the Wil
coefficients on renormalization scheme, gauge and infra
cutoff was also discussed. The formalism can be extende
the charmed hadron nonleptonic decays in a straightforw
way.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II we calculate the six Wilson coefficients of tree a
QCD penguin operators to the next-to-leading order Q
corrections by applying the results of Refs.@15,16#. Then in
Sec. III we give the formalism for theCP-violating asym-
metry in charmed hadron nonleptonic decays and show
merical results. Finally, Sec. IV is reserved for a summ
and some discussion.

II. THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR NONLEPTONIC
CHARMED HADRON DECAYS

In order to calculate directCP violation in nonleptonic,
charmed hadron decays we use the following effective w
Hamiltonian, which is Cabibbo first-forbidden, based on
operator product expansion:

HDC515
GF

A2
F (

q5d,s
VuqVcq* ~c1O1

q1c2O2
q!

2VubVcb* (
i 53

6

ciOi G1H.c. ~1!

Hereci( i 51, . . . ,6) are the Wilson coefficients and the op
eratorsOi have the following expressions:

O1
q5ūagm~12g5!qbq̄bgm~12g5!ca ,

O2
q5ūgm~12g5!qq̄gm~12g5!c,

O35ūgm~12g5!c(
q8

q̄8gm~12g5!q8,

O45ūagm~12g5!cb(
q8

q̄b8gm~12g5!qa8 ,

O55ūgm~12g5!c(
q8

q̄8gm~11g5!q8,

O65ūagm~12g5!cb(
q8

q̄b8gm~11g5!qa8 , ~2!

wherea andb are color indices, andq85u, d, s. In Eq. ~2!
O1 and O2 are the tree operators, whileO32O6 are QCD
penguin operators. In the Hamiltonian we have omitted
operators associated with electroweak penguin diagrams

The Wilson coefficientsci( i 51, . . . ,6), arecalculable in
perturbation theory by using the renormalization group. T
solution has the following form:

C~m!5U~m,mW!C~mW!, ~3!

whereU(m,mW) describes the QCD evolution which sum
the logarithms@asln(mW

2 /m2)#n ~leading-log approximation!
11600
n
d
to
rd

n
d

u-
y

k
e

e

e

and as@asln(mW
2 /m2)#n ~next-to-leading order!. In Refs.

@15,16# it was shown thatU(m1 ,m2) can be written as

U~m1 ,m2!5S 11
as~m1!

4p
JDU0~m1 ,m2!S 12

as~m2!

4p
JD ,

~4!

whereU0(m1 ,m2) is the evolution matrix in the leading-log
approximation and the matrixJ summarizes the next-to
leading order corrections to this evolution.

The evolution matricesU0(m1 ,m2) andJ can be obtained
by calculating the appropriate one- and two-loop diagram
respectively. The initial conditionsC(mW) are determined by
matching the full theory and the effective theory at the sc
mW . At the scalemc the Wilson coefficients are given by

C~mc!5U4~mc ,mb!M ~mb!U5~mb ,mW!C~mW!, ~5!

where U f(m1 ,m2) is the evolution matrix fromm2 to m1
with f active flavors andM (mb) is the quark-threshold
matching matrix atmb . Since the strong interaction is inde
pendent of quark flavors, the matricesU4(mc ,mb),
U5(mb ,mW), andM (mb) are the same as those inb decays.
Hence, using the expressions forU0(m1 ,m2), J andM (mb)
given in Refs.@15,16#, we can obtainC(mc).

In general, the Wilson coefficients depend on the ren
malization scheme. The scheme-independent Wilson co
cientsC̄(m) are introduced by the following equation:

C̄~m!5S 11
as

4p
RTDC~m!, ~6!

where R is the renormalization matrix associated with t
four-quark operatorsOi( i 51, . . . ,6) in Eq.~2!, at the scale
mW . The scheme-independent Wilson coefficients have b
used in the literature@4,17,18#. However, sinceR depends on
the infrared regulator@15#, C̄(m) also carries such a depen
dence. In the present paper we have chosen to use
scheme-independent Wilson coefficients.

From Eqs.~5!,~6! and the expressions for the matric
U f(m1 ,m2), M (mb), andR in Refs. @15,16# we obtain the
following scheme-independent Wilson coefficients forc de-
cays at the scalemc51.35 GeV:

c̄1520.6941, c̄251.3777, c̄350.0652,
~7!

c̄4520.0627, c̄550.0206, c̄6520.1355.

In obtaining Eq.~7! we have takenas(mZ)50.118 which
leads toLQCD

(5) 50.226 GeV andLQCD
(4) 50.329 GeV. To be

consistent, the matrix elements of the operatorsOi should
also be renormalized to the one-loop order since we
working to the next-to-leading order for the Wilson coef
cients. This results in effective Wilson coefficients,ci8 ,
which satisfy the constraint

ci~mc!^Oi~mc!&5ci8^Oi&
tree, ~8!

where^Oi(mc)& are the matrix elements, renormalized to t
one-loop order. The relations betweenci8 andci read@17,18#
9-2
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c185 c̄1 , c285 c̄2 , c385 c̄32Ps/3,
~9!

c485 c̄41Ps , c585 c̄52Ps/3, c685 c̄61Ps ,

where

Ps5@as~mc!/8p#@10/91G~m,mc ,q2!# c̄2 ,

with

G~m,mc ,q2!54E
0

1

dxx~12x!ln
m22x~12x!q2

mc
2

.

Here q2 is the momentum transfer of the gluon in the pe
guin diagram andm is the mass of the quark in the loop o
the penguin diagram.1 G(m,mc ,q2) has the following ex-
plicit expression@19#:

ReG5
2

3F ln
m2

mc
2

2
5

3
24

m2

q2
1S 112

m2

q2 D

3A124
m2

q2
ln

11A124
m2

q2

12A124
m2

q2

G ,

Im G52
2

3
pS 112

m2

q2 DA124
m2

q2
. ~10!

Based on simple arguments at the quark level, the va
of q2 is chosen in the range 0.3,q2/mc

2,0.5 @6,7#. From
Eqs.~7!, ~9!, and~10! we can obtain numerical values ofci8 .
Whenq2/mc

250.3,

c18520.6941, c2851.3777,

c3850.0722610.01472i , c48520.0838820.04417i ,

c5850.0276610.01472i , c68520.156720.04417i ,
~11!

and whenq2/mc
250.5,

c18520.6941, c2851.3777,

c3850.0692610.01483i , c48520.0748820.04448i ,

1m could be md or ms . However, the numerical values ofci8
change by at most 4% when we changem from md to ms . There-
fore, we ignore this difference in our calculations, settingm5ms .
11600
-

e

c5850.0246610.01483i , c68520.147720.04448i .
~12!

In calculating the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian~1!, we
can then simply use the effective Wilson coefficients in E
~11!~12! to multiply the tree-level matrix elements of th
operatorsOi( i 51, . . . ,6).

III. CP VIOLATION IN CHARMED HADRON DECAYS

A. Formalism for CP violation
in charmed hadron decays

The formalism forCP violation in B and Lb hadronic
decays@6–8# can be generalized to the case of charmed h
rons in a straightforward manner. LetHc denote a charmed
hadron which could beD6, D0, or Lc . The amplitudeA for
the decayHc→ f p1p2 ( f is a decay product! is

A5^p1p2 f uH TuHc&1^p1p2 f uH PuHc&, ~13!

where H T and H P are the Hamiltonians for the tree an
penguin operators, respectively.

The relative magnitude and phases of these two diagr
are defined as follows:

A5^p1p2 f uH TuHc&@11reideif#,
~14!

Ā5^p1p2 f̄ uH TuH̄c&@11reide2 if#,

whered andf are strong and weak phases, respectivelyf
arises from theCP-violating phase in the CKM matrix, and
it is arg@VubVcb* /(VuqVcq* )# for the c→q transition (q5d or
s). The parameterr is defined as

r[U^p1p2 f uH PuHc&

^p1p2 f uH TuHc&
U . ~15!

The CP-violating asymmetry,a, can be written as

a[
uAu22uĀu2

uAu21uĀu2
5

22r sind sinf

112r cosd cosf1r 2 . ~16!

It can be seen from Eq.~16! that both weak and strong
phases are needed to produceCP violation. Since inr there
is strong suppression from the ratio of the CKM matrix e
ments,@VubVcb* /(VuqVcq* )#, which is of the order 1023 @3#
@for both q5d andq5s this suppression is 0.6231023, see
Eqs.~32! and~43! in Sec. III B#, usually theCP violation in
charmed hadron decays is predicted to be small.

The weak phasef for a specific physical process is fixed
In order to obtain possible largeCP violation, we need some
mechanism to produce either large sind or larger. r-v mix-
ing has the dual advantages that the strong phase differ
is large ~passing through 90° at thev resonance! and well
known. In this scenario one has@7,8#

^p1p2 f uH TuHc&5
gr

srsv
P̃rvtv1

gr

sr
tr , ~17!
9-3
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^p1p2 f uH PuHc&5
gr

srsv
P̃rvpv1

gr

sr
pr , ~18!

where tV (V5r or v) is the tree andpV is the penguin
amplitude for producing a vector mesonV by Hc→ f V; gr is

the coupling forr0→p1p2; P̃rv is the effectiver-v mix-
ing amplitude andsV

21 is from the propagator ofV, sV5s
2mV

21 imVGV , with As being the invariant mass of th
p1p2 pair. The numerical values for ther-v mixing pa-

rameter are@7,20,21# ReP̃rv(mv
2 )5235006300 MeV2,

Im P̃rv(mv
2 )523006300 MeV2. The direct couplingv

→p1p2 is effectively absorbed intoP̃rv @21#.
Defining

pv

tr
[r 8ei (dq1f),

tv

tr
[aeida,

pr

pv
[beidb, ~19!

whereda , db , anddq are strong phases, one has the follo
ing expression forr andd,

reid5r 8eidq
P̃rv1beidbsv

sv1P̃rvaeida
. ~20!

It will be shown that in the factorization approach, for a
the decay processesHc→ f p1p2 we are considering,aeida

is real ~see Sec. III B for details!. Therefore, we let

aeida5g, ~21!

whereg is a real parameter. Letting

beidb5b1ci, r 8eidq5d1ei, ~22!

and using Eq.~20!, we obtain the following result whenAs
;mv :

reid5
C1Di

~s2mv
2 1g ReP̃rv!21~g Im P̃rv1mvGv!2

,

~23!

where

C5~s2mv
2 1g ReP̃rv!$d@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv

2 !2cmvGv#

2e@ Im P̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%

1~g Im P̃rv1mvGv!$e@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv
2 !2cmvGv#

1d@ Im P̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%,

D5~s2mv
2 1g ReP̃rv!$e@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv

2 !2cmvGv#

1d@ Im P̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%

2~g Im P̃rv1mvGv!$d@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv
2 !

2cmvGv#2e@ Im P̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%. ~24!
11600
-

The weak phase comes from@VubVcb* /(VuqVcq* )#. If the
operatorsO1

d ,O2
d contribute to the decay processes we ha

sinfud5
h

A@r1A2l4~r21h2!#21h2
,

~25!

cosfud52
r1A2l4~r21h2!

A@r1A2l4~r21h2!#21h2
,

while if O1
s andO2

s contribute, we have

sinfus52
h

Ar21h2
,

~26!

cosfus5
r

Ar21h2
,

where we have used the Wolfenstein parametrization@22# for
the CKM matrix elements. In order to obtainr sind, r cosd,
andr we need to calculateaeida, beidb, andr 8eidq. This will
be done in the next subsection.

B. CP violation in H c\f p¿pÀ

In the following we will calculate theCP-violating asym-
metries inHc→ f p1p2. In the factorization approximation
r0(v) is generated by one current which has the pro
quantum numbers in the Hamiltonian in Eq.~1!. In the fol-
lowing we will consider the decay processesD1

→r1r0(v)→r1p1p2, D1→p1r0(v)→p1p1p2, D0

→fr0(v)→fp1p2, D0→hr0(v)→hp1p2, D0

→h8r0(v)→h8p1p2, D0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2, and
Lc→pr0(v)→pp1p2, individually.

~1! D1→r1V(V5r0 or v). First we considerD1

→r1r0(v). After factorization, the contribution totr
r1

~the
superscript denotes the decay productf in Hc→ f p1p2)
from the tree level operatorO1

d is

^r1r0uO1
duD1&5^r0u~ d̄d!u0&^r1u~ ūc!uD1&[T1 ,

~27!

where (d̄d) and (ūc) denote the V-A currents. If we ignore
isospin violating effects, then the matrix element ofO2

d is the
same as that ofO1

d . After adding the contributions from
Fierz transformation ofO1

d andO2
d we have

tr
r1

5~c181c28!~111/Nc!T1 , ~28!

where we have omitted the CKM matrix elements in t

expression oftr
r1

. Since in Eq.~28! we have neglected the
color-octet contribution, which is nonfactorizable and dif
cult to calculate,Nc should be treated as an effective para
eter which depends on the hadronization dynamics of dif

ent decay channels. In the same way we find thattv
r1

5

2tr
r1

, so that, from Eq.~19!, we have
9-4
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~aeida!r1
521. ~29!

The penguin operator contributions,pr
r1

andpv
r1

, can be
evaluated in the same way with the aid of the Fierz identit
From Eq.~19! we have

~beidb!r1
50 ~30!

and

~r 8eidq!r1
52

~c381c48!S 11
1

Nc
D1c581

1

Nc
c68

~c181c28!S 11
1

Nc
D UVubVcb*

VudVcd*
U ,
~31!

where

UVubVcb*

VudVcd*
U5

A2l4

12l2/2
A r21h2

~11A2l4r!21A4l8h2
. ~32!

~2! Lc→pV. Next we considerLc→pr0(v). Defining

^r0puO1
duLc&5^r0u~ d̄d!u0&^pu~ ūc!uLc&[T2 , ~33!

we have

tr
p5S c181

1

Nc
c28DT2 . ~34!

After evaluatingtv
p and the penguin diagram contribution

we obtain the following results:

~aeida!p521, ~35!

~beidb!p5

c481
1

Nc
c38

S 21
1

Nc
D c381S 11

2

Nc
D c4812S c581

1

Nc
c68D ,

~36!

~r 8eidq!p5

S 21
1

Nc
D c381S 11

2

Nc
D c4812S c581

1

Nc
c68D

c181
1

Nc
c28

3UVubVcb*

VudVcd*
U . ~37!

~3! D0→fV. For the decay channelD0→fr0(v)
→fp1p2 the operatorsO1

s andO2
s contribute to the decay

matrix elements. If we define

^r0fuO1
suD0&5^fu~ s̄s!u0&^r0u~ ūc!uD0&[T3 , ~38!

we have
11600
s.

tr
f5S c181

1

Nc
c28DT3 , ~39!

and

~aeida!f51, ~40!

~beidb!f51, ~41!

~r 8eidq!f52

c381
1

Nc
c481c581

1

Nc
c68

c181
1

Nc
c28

UVubVcb*

VusVcs*
U , ~42!

where

UVubVcb*

VusVcs*
U5

A2l4Ar21h2

12l2/2
. ~43!

~4! D0→h(h8)V. For the decay channelsD0→hr0(v)
→hp1p2 andD0→h8r0(v)→h8p1p2, things become a
little complicated. It is known thath and h8 have bothūu

1d̄d and s̄s components. The decay constants,f h(h8)
u and

f h(h8)
s , defined as

^0uūgmg5uuh~h8!&5 i f h(h8)
u pm ,

~44!
^0us̄gmg5suh~h8!&5 i f h(h8)

s pm ,

are different. After straightforward derivations we have

~aeida!h(h8)51, ~45!

~beidb!h(h8)51, ~46!

~r 8eidq!h(h8)52
2 f h(h8)

u
1 f h(h8)

s

f h(h8)
u

2 f h(h8)
s

3

c381
1

Nc
c482c582

1

Nc
c68

c181
1

Nc
c28

UVubVcb*

VusVcs*
U .

~47!

In the derivations of Eqs.~45!–~47! we have made the ap
proximation thatVubVcb* /VudVcd* 52VubVcb* /VusVcs* . It is
noted that the minus signs associated withc58 andc68 in Eq.
~47! arise becauseh(h8) are pseudoscalar mesons. Since
imaginary part ofc38(c48) is the same as that ofc58(c68), dq is
zero. This leads to the strong phase,d, being zero, in com-
bination with Eqs.~45!, ~46!.

The decay constantsf h(h8)
u and f h(h8)

s were calculated
phenomenologically in Ref.@23#, based on the assumptio
that the decay constants in the quark flavor basis follow
pattern of particle state mixing. It was found that
9-5
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f h
u578 MeV, f h

s 52112 MeV, f h8
u

563 MeV,

~48!
f h8

s
5137 MeV.

~5! D→pV. For the decay processD1→p1r0(v)
→p1p1p2, two kinds of matrix element products are in
volved after factorization, i.e.,

^r0~v!u~ d̄d!u0&^p1u~ ūc!uD1&

and

^p1u~ ūd!u0&^r0~v!u~ d̄c!uD1&.

These two quantities cannot be related to each other by s
metry. Therefore, we have to evaluate them in some p
nomenological quark models and hence more uncertain
are involved. Similarly forD0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2 we
have to evaluate ^r0(v)u(d̄d)u0&^p0u(ūc)uD0& and

^p0u(d̄d)u0&^r0(v)u(ūc)uD0& separately.
The matrix elements forD→X and D→X* (X and X*

denote pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively! can be
decomposed as@24#

^XuJmuD&5S pD1pX2
mD

2 2mX
2

k2
kD

m

F1~k2!

1
mD

2 2mX
2

k2
kmF0~k2!, ~49!
11600
m-
e-
es

^X* uJmuD&5
2

mD1mX*
emnrse* npD

r pX*
s V~k2!

1 i F em* ~mD1mX* !A1~k2!2
e•k

mD1mX*

3~pD1pX* !mA2~k2!2
e•k

k2
2mX* kmA3~k2!G

1 i
e•k

k2
2mX* kmA0~k2!, ~50!

whereJm is the weak current,k5pD2pX(X* ) andem is the
polarization vector ofX* . The form factors satisfy the rela
tions F1(0)5F0(0), A3(0)5A0(0) and A3(k2)5@(mD
1mX* )/2mX* #A1(k2)2@(mD2mX* )/2mX* #A2(k2).

Using the decomposition in Eqs.~49!, ~50!, we have for
D1→p1r0(v),

tr
p1

52A2mDupW ruF S c181
1

Nc
c28D f rF1~mr

2!

1S c281
1

Nc
c18D f pA0~mp

2 !G , ~51!

where f r and f p are the decay constants of ther and p,
respectively, andpW r is the three momentum of ther.

It can be shown thattv
p1

52tr
p1

. After calculating the
penguin operator contributions, we have
~aeida!p1
521, ~52!

~beidb!p1
5

@ f rF1~mr
2!2 f pA0~mp

2 !#S c481
1

Nc
c38D2

2mp
2 f pA0~mp

2 !

~mc1md!~mu1md! S c681
1

Nc
c58D

x
, ~53!

~r 8eidq!p1
5

x

F f rF1~mr
2!1

1

Nc
f pA0~mp

2 !Gc181F 1

Nc
f rF1~mr

2!1 f pA0~mp
2 !Gc28

UVubVcb*

VudVcd*
U , ~54!

wherex is defined as

x5F2 f rF1~mr
2!1

f rF1~mr
2!1 f pA0~mp

2 !

Nc
Gc381F2 f rF1~mr

2!

Nc
1 f rF1~mr

2!1 f pA0~mp
2 !Gc48

12F f rF1~mr
2!2

mp
2 f pA0~mp

2 !

Nc~mc1md!~mu1md!
Gc5812F f rF1~mr

2!

Nc
2

mp
2 f pA0~mp

2 !

~mc1md!~mu1md!
Gc68 . ~55!

We can consider the processD0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2 in the same way. We find

~aeida!p0
52

f rF1~mr
2!2 f pA0~mp

2 !

f rF1~mr
2!1 f pA0~mp

2 !
, ~56!
9-6
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~beidb!p0
5

@ f rF1~mr
2!1 f pA0~mp

2 !#S c481
1

Nc
c38D2

2mp
2 f pA0~mp

2 !

~mc1md!~mu1md! S c681
1

Nc
c58D

x
, ~57!

~r 8eidq!p0
5

x

@ f rF1~mr
2!1 f pA0~mp

2 !#S c181
1

Nc
c28D U

VubVcb*

VudVcd*
U . ~58!
e
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In Eqs. ~52!–~58! the form factorsF1(mr
2) and A0(mp

2 )
depend on the inner structure of the hadrons. Under the n
est pole dominance assumption, thek2 dependence of thes
form factors are

F1~k2!5
h1

12k2/m1
2

, A0~k2!5
hA0

12k2/mA0

2
, ~59!

wherem152.01 GeV andmA0
51.87 GeV@24# andh1 and

hA0
are given by the overlap integrals of the hadronic wa

functions ofD andX(X* ) @24,25#.
Having obtained the expressions foraeida, beidb, and

r 8eidq, for different decay processes, we may substitute th
into Eq. ~23! to obtain (r sind) and (r cosd) for each chan-
nel. Then, in combination with with Eqs.~25! and ~26!, the
CP-violating asymmetriesa can be obtained from Eq.~16!.

C. Numerical results

In the numerical calculations, we have several paramet
q2, Nc , and the CKM matrix elements in the Wolfenste
parametrization. As mentioned in Sec. II, the value ofq2 is
conventionally chosen to be in the range 0.3,q2/mc

2,0.5.
For the CKM matrix elements, which should be determin
from experiment, we usel50.221, h50.34 and r5
20.12 as in Ref.@8#.

The value of the effectiveNc should also be determine
by experiment. Since the hadronization information is
cluded inNc , the value ofNc may be different for different
decay channels. Furthermore, since the color-octet contr
tion associated with each operator in the Hamiltonian~1! can
vary, the effectiveNc in the Fierz transformation for eac
operator may be different. In general, nonfactorizable effe
can be absorbed into the effective parametersai

eff after the
Fierz transformation

a2i
eff5c2i8 1

1

~Nc!2i
c2i 218 , a2i 21

eff 5c2i 218 1
1

~Nc!2i 21
c2i8

~ i 51,2,3!, ~60!

where

1

~Nc! i
[

1

3
1j i ~ i 51, . . . ,6!, ~61!

with j i being the nonfactorizable effects, which may be d
ferent for each operator. However, since we do not h
11600
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enough information about the operator dependence ofj i , we
assumej i is universal for each operator@13# and hence for
each operator we use the same effectiveNc @5(Nc) i #.

In the numerical calculations, it is found that for a fixe
Nc there is a maximum point,amax, for the CP violating
parametera, when the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair is in
the vicinity of thev resonance. We have calculatedamax in
the rangeNc.0 for different decay channels. In the calcul
tions we use the following two sets of form factors@24#.

Set 1:h150.69, hA0
50.67, hV51.23,

hA1
50.78, hA2

50.92;

Set 2:h150.78, hA0
50.77, hV51.55,

hA1
50.98, hA2

51.27.

The above two sets of parameters correspond to taking
average transverse momentum of the constituents in the
son to be 400 or 500 MeV, respectively@24#. Thek2 depen-
dence ofA1(k2), A2(k2), andV(k2) are the same as in Eq
~59!.

The numerical results show that forD1→r1r0(v)
→r1p1p2, in the whole rangeNc.0, we haveamax<3
31024, which is small. ForD0→hr0(v)→hp1p2 and
D0→h8r0(v)→h8p1p2, from Eqs. ~45!–~47! it can be
seen that the strong phased is zero. Therefore, we do no
have CP violation in these decays in our approach. Ho
ever, for other processes there is a small range ofNc in
which we may have largeamax (>1%).

For D0→fr0(v)→fp1p2, the range ofNc for amax
>1% is 1.98<Nc<1.99, while for Lc→pr0(v)
→pp1p2 the range is 1.95<Nc<2.02. For D1

→p1r0(v)→p1p1p2 we find that for the first set of form
factors whenNc>56, amax>1%, while for the second set o
form factors whenNc>136, amax>1%, in the range 0.3
<q2/mc

2<0.5. For D0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2 we find that
when 1.98<Nc<1.99 we haveamax>1% in the range 0.3
<q2/mc

2<0.5 for both sets of form factors.
The above ranges forNc were obtained by the require

ment that we have largeCP violation in this range. How-
ever, whetherNc can be in this range should be determin
by the experimental data for the branching ratio of each
cay channel. Usually the decay rate forD→ f r0 is deter-
mined primarily by the tree operators,O1 andO2, which are
related totr

f . In fact, the reason why we can find largeCP
9-7
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violation in some range ofNc , is that in this rangetr
f be-

comes small enough so thatr 8, and hencer, becomes large
@see Eqs.~19!, ~20!#. However, if tr

f is too small the decay
rate it yields forD→ f r0 may be smaller than the experime
tal data. In such a case, the range ofNc in which we could
have largeCP violation will be excluded by the data.

The decay widths for nonleptonic decays of theD meson
can be calculated straightforwardly in the quark model
Refs. @24,25#. Since we are considering the range forNc in
which tr

f is small, we have to take into account the peng
contributionspr

f as well when we calculate the decay width
In the calculations of the decay width forD0→fr0 we use
f f5237 MeV. We find that for the first set of form factor
the branching ratio is smaller than 2.331028 and for the
second set the branching ratio is smaller than 3.631028 in
the range 1.98<Nc<1.99. The dependence of the branchi
ratio onq2/mc

2 is negligible. These branching ratios are mu
smaller than the experimental data (663)31024 @26# which
corresponds to 1.31<Nc<1.53 (1.41<Nc<1.60) for the
first ~second! set of form factors. Similarly, whenNc>56 the
branching ratio forD1→p1r0 is smaller than 1.031025,
while the experimental data is (1.0560.31)31023 @26# cor-
responding to 2.1<Nc<2.9 (2.5<Nc<3.4) for the first~sec-
ond! set of form factors. Therefore, we cannot have largeCP
violation in D0→fr0(v)→fp1p2 and D1→p1r0(v)
→p1p1p2.

TABLE I. Values of Br(D1→r1r0) with the first~second! set
of form factors andamax for D1→r1r0(v)→r1p1p2, with
q2/mc

250.3(0.5).

Nc Br(D1→r1r0) amax

0.5 6.3(9.6)31022 2.0(1.8)31024

1.0 2.5(3.8)31022 1.4(1.3)31024

1.5 1.6(2.5)31022 1.1(0.96)31024

2.0 1.3(1.9)31022 8.7(7.7)31025

3.0 0.95(1.5)31022 6.1(5.3)31025

FIG. 1. The variation of lnuamaxu over the range 1<Nc<3. The
solid line is for D0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2, with the first set of
form factors andq2/mc

250.3, while the dotted line is forLc

→pr0(v)→pp1p2, with q2/mc
250.3.
11600
f
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However, for the decay processesD0→p0r0 and Lc
→pr0 there are no experimental data at present@26#. There-
fore, there is still a possibility thatNc could be in the range
required for large CP violation for D0→p0r0(v)
→p0p1p2 or Lc→pr0(v)→pp1p2. In Fig. 1 we plot
lnuamaxu over the range 1<Nc<3 for these two processes
with q2/mc

250.3 and the first set of form factors forD0

→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2. In fact, the difference between th
results forq2/mc

250.3 and 0.5, and for the first and secon
set of form factors forD0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2, are small.
This can be seen more clearly from Tables IV and V.

The decay width forD0→p0r0 is calculated in the same
way and we find that for the first set of of form factors th
branching ratio is 1.4(1.7)31028, while for the second se
the branching ratio is 1.8(2.1)31028 for Nc51.98(1.99).
This prediction is almost independent ofq2/mc

2 .
The branching ratio forLc→pr0 can be calculated with

the same method as that in Ref.@8#, where we worked in the
heavy quark limitmc→` and used the diquark model had
ronic wave functions for both the heavy baryon,Lc , and the
proton,p. As in the neutron case, in the diquark model t
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of theu@ud# component (@ud#

TABLE II. Values of Br(D0→fr0) and amax for D0

→fr0(v)→fp1p2, with q2/mc
250.3(0.5).

First set of form factors
Nc Br(D0→fr0) amax

1.31 9.031024 1.2(1.3)31024

1.36 7.231024 1.3(1.3)31024

1.41 5.731024 1.4(1.4)31024

1.46 4.431024 1.5(1.5)31024

1.53 3.031024 1.6(1.6)31024

Second set of form factors
Nc Br(D0→fr0) amax

1.41 8.931024 1.4(1.4)31024

1.46 6.931024 1.5(1.5)31024

1.51 5.331024 1.6(1.6)31024

1.56 4.031024 1.7(1.7)31024

1.60 3.031024 1.8(1.8)31024

TABLE III. Values of Br(D1→p1r0) and amax for D1

→p1r0(v)→p1p1p2, with q2/mc
250.3(0.5).

First set of form factors
Nc Br(D1→p1r0) amax

2.1 1.431023 23.0(23.0)31024

2.5 9.831024 23.9(24.0)31024

2.9 7.331024 24.9(24.9)31024

Second set of form factors
Nc Br(D1→p1r0) amax

2.5 1.331023 24.0(24.0)31024

3.0 9.231024 25.2(25.1)31024

3.4 7.331024 26.1(26.0)31024
9-8
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is the scalar diquark! is also 1/A2 for the proton@27#. We
find that for Nc51.95(2.02) the branching ratio forLc
→pr0 is 7.9(7.5)31029 for b51.77 GeV21, corresponding
to ^k'

2 &1/25400 MeV, and 6.9(7.0)31029 for b51.18
GeV21, corresponding tôk'

2 &1/25600 MeV, wherê k'
2 & is

the average transverse momentum of thec quark in theLc .
Again the branching ratio is very insensitive toq2/mc

2 .
In Tables I–V we list numerical results foramax and

Br(Hc→ f r0) for various processes, with different values
Nc and q2/mc

2 . It should be noted that Br(Hc→ f r0) is al-
most same forq2/mc

250.3 andq2/mc
250.5. Table I shows

explicitly that, for D1→r1r0(v)→r1p1p2, amax is at
most;1024 no matter whatNc is. From Tables II and III we
can see that in the region ofNc allowed by the experimenta
data,amax is of the order 1024 for D0→fr0(v)→fp1p2

andD1→p1r0(v)→p1p1p2. It can also be seen explic
itly from Tables IV and V that there is a range forNc in
which amax may be bigger than 1% forD0→p0r0(v)
→p0p1p2 andLc→pr0(v)→pp1p2.

In Fig. 2 we plot the numerical values of theCP-violating
asymmetries,a, for D0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2 with Nc

51.99 andq2/mc
250.3, 0.5~for Nc51.98 we have similar

results! as a function of the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair.

TABLE IV. Values of Br(D0→p0r0) with the first~second! set
of form factors andamax for D0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2, with
q2/mc

250.3(0.5).

Nc Br(D0→p0r0) amax ~set 1! amax ~set 2!

0.5 2.1(2.8)31022 1.0(0.94)31024 1.1(0.93)31024

1.0 2.3(3.0)31023 9.5(8.2)31025 9.3(8.1)31025

1.5 2.5(3.3)31024 9.7(8.7)31025 9.3(8.4)31025

1.9 4.8(6.2)31025 27.1(28.3)31024 27.4(28.6)31024

1.98 1.4(1.8)31028 21.4(21.6)31022 21.5(21.7)31022

1.99 1.7(2.1)31028 1.4(1.6)31022 1.4(1.7)31022

2.1 7.3(9.4)31026 7.2(8.1)31024 7.5(8.3)31024

2.5 1.0(1.3)31024 2.5(2.8)31024 2.7(2.9)31024

3.0 2.8(3.6)31024 2.0(2.1)31024 2.1(2.1)31024

10.0 1.6(2.0)31023 1.5(1.4)31024 1.5(1.4)31024

TABLE V. Values of Br(Lc→pr0) with ^k'
2 &1/2 5 400 MeV

~600 MeV! and amax for Lc→pr0(v)→pp1p2, with q2/mc
2

50.3(0.5).

Nc Br(Lc→pr0) amax

0.5 2.2(1.9)31024 2.0(1.8)31024

1.0 2.4(2.1)31025 3.3(3.0)31024

1.5 2.6(2.3)31026 7.3(6.7)31024

1.9 4.9(4.3)31028 3.9(4.1)31023

1.95 7.9(6.9)31029 1.0(1.1)31022

2.02 7.5(7.0)31029 21.1(21.0)31022

2.1 7.5(6.5)31028 23.4(23.1)31023

2.5 1.1(0.92)31026 28.0(27.4)31024

3.0 2.8(2.5)31026 24.3(24.0)31024

10.0 1.6(1.4)31025 21.1(21.1)31024
11600
It should be noted that in Fig. 2 we used the first set of fo
factors. The results for the second set change very little
Fig. 3 we plot the results forLc→pr0(v)→pp1p2, with
Nc52.02 andq2/mc

250.3, 0.5~for Nc51.95 we have similar
results!. In both of these plots we find that we can ha
amax>1%.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

The aim of the present work was to look for possibiliti
of largeCP violation in charmed meson or baryon nonle
tonic decays,Hc→ f p1p2. SinceCP violation in the charm
sector is usually estimated to be very small~less than 1023),
it would be fascinating to find cases where theCP violation
is large (.1%). Following our previous work onCP viola-
tion in the b-quark system@7,8#, we have studied directCP
violation in D1→r1r0(v)→r1p1p2, D1→p1r0(v)
→p1p1p2, D0→fr0(v)→fp1p2, D0→hr0(v)
→hp1p2, D0→h8r0(v)→h8p1p2, D0→p0r0(v)
→p0p1p2, and Lc→pr0(v)→pp1p2 via r-v mixing.

FIG. 3. The CP-violating asymmetry for Lc→pr0(v)
→pp1p2, with Nc52.02. The solid~dotted! line is for q2/mc

2

50.3 ~0.5!.

FIG. 2. The CP-violating asymmetry for D0→p0r0(v)
→p0p1p2 ~with Nc51.99) as a function of the invariant mass
the p1p2 pair. The solid~dotted! line is for q2/mc

250.3 ~0.5!.
9-9
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The advantage ofr-v mixing is that the strong phase diffe
ence is large~passing through 90° at thev resonance!, for
some fixedNc . As a result, theCP-violating asymmetrya
has a maximumamax when the invariant mass of thep1p2

pair is in the vicinity of thev resonance. It was found tha
amax depends strongly on the effective parameterNc . For
D1→r1r0(v)→r1p1p2, D0→hr0(v)→hp1p2, and
D0→h8r0(v)→h8p1p2, amax is small over the whole
range,Nc>0. However, for other processes we found that
order to haveamax>1%, Nc should be in a particular rang
in which the amplitudetr

f becomes small enough so that w
can have largeCP violation. This is because whentr

f is
small r can become large, leading to largeCP violation.
However, whether or notNc can be in such a range is dete
mined by the decay branching ratios forHc→ f r0.

The experimental data exclude the possibility of largeCP
violation in D1→p1r0(v)→p1p1p2 and D0→fr0(v)
→fp1p2. However, since we do not have data forD0

→p0r0 andLc→pr0 at present, it is still possible that w
could haveamax>1% for D0→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2 and
Lc→pr0(v)→pp1p2 via r-v mixing in some small
range ofNc . We estimated that in order to have largeCP
violation, the branching ratios forD0→p0r0 andLc→pr0

should be around 102921028 (Nc51.98 or 1.99 forD0

→p0r0 andNc51.95 or 2.02 forLc→pr0). It will be very
interesting to look for such largeCP-violating asymmetries
in the experiments in order to get a deeper understandin
the mechanism forCP violation. On the other hand, as ex
plained in Sec. III C, the larger asymmetries are associa
with smaller branching ratios and this will make the me
surements more difficult. Furthermore, the study ofCP vio-
lation in Lc decays may provide insight into the baryo
asymmetry phenomena required for baryogenesis.

Our analysis can be extended straightforwardly to s
Jc8→Lr0(v)→Lp1p2, and also Ds→K* r0(v)
→K* p1p2, if we assume SU~3! flavor symmetry. In the
calculations ofCP violating asymmetry parameters we ne
the Wilson coefficients for the tree and penguin operator
the decay scalemc . We calculated the six Wilson coeffi
cients to the next-to-leading order by applying the formali
developed in Refs.@15,16# and the relevant anomalous d
mension matrix elements. Since we only considered str
penguin operators, and since the strong interaction is in
pendent of flavor, the relevant formulas in Refs.@15,16# can
be applied to c decays directly. We worked with th
renormalization-scheme-independent Wilson coefficie
Furthermore, to be consistent, we introduced the effec
Wilson coefficients by taking into account the opera
renormalization to the one-loop order.

There are some uncertainties in our calculations. Wh
-
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discussing directCP violation, we have to evaluate hadron
matrix elements where nonperturbative QCD effects are
volved. We have worked in the factorization approximatio
which has not been justified completely up to now. It h
been pointed out that this approximation may be quite r
able in energetic weak decays@9,10#. There has also bee
some discussion on nonfactorizable contributions. In R
@12# the authors introduced two phenomenological para
eters,e1 and e8, which are scale dependent to parametr
nonfactorizable effects. The scale dependence ofe1 and e8
cancels that of the Wilson coefficientsc1 andc2 and it leads
to a1

eff and a2
eff . In Refs. @11,13#, renormalization-scheme

independent coefficients are used and with the definition
Eq. ~60! an effectiveNc is introduced to describe nonfacto
izable effects. On the other hand, Buras and Silvestrini@14#
demonstrated that in the approach of Ref.@12#, it is possible
to find a renormalization scheme in which the nonfactor
able parameterse1 ande8 vanish at any chosen decay sca
In principle, such a scheme can be determined by experim
tal data. However, the present data is not accurate enou

We can see from these investigations that more work
needed before we can judge the factorization approach. S
c decays are less energetic thanb decays, we expect eve
more nonfactorizable effects. In the present work, as in R
@11,13#, we introduced an effective value ofNc in Eq. ~60!
and assumed that it is the same for eachai

eff ( i 51, . . . ,6).
The value ofNc should be determined by experimental da
and it will, in general, depend on the decay channel, si
hadronization dynamics can be different for each chan
Furthermore, its value depends on the Wilson coefficient
be used. We avoid the scheme dependence in Wilson c
ficients by using the scheme independent ones. Howe
such coefficients do depend on infrared regulators and ga
In principle, this dependence should be canceled by the
trix elements of the operators. Furthermore, while discuss
the processes D1→p1r0(v)→p1p1p2 and D0

→p0r0(v)→p0p1p2 we have to evaluate the matrix ele
ments in some phenomenological quark model. All these f
tors may lead to some uncertainty in our numerical resu
However, as pointed out earlier, since the largeCP violation
we predict is mainly caused by smalltr

f in some range of the
phenomenological parameter associated with the breakd
of factorization, we expect that our predictions should s
provide useful guidance for future investigations.
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